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Abstract
A general method to produce uniformly distributed pseudorandom
numbers with extended precision by combining two pseudorandom num-
bers with lower precision is proposed. In particular, this method can be
used for pseudorandom number generation with extended precision on
graphics processing units (GPU), where the performance of single and
double precision operations can vary significantly.
Keywords: pseudorandom number generators; extended precision; Monte
Carlo simulations
1 Introduction
Rapid development of computers and computing methods causes new require-
ments to computational algorithms. Significant difference in the performance
of computational systems using single and double precision causes search for
new methods of optimization of existing algorithms. One of the most popu-
lar classes of algorithms is pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs) with
the performance and the statistical properties, which conversely affect on many
numerical methods.
General purpose computing on graphics processing units is an example of
an alternative computing platform with special architecture, which has become
widespread in recent years. A characteristic feature of such hardware is signif-
icantly different performance in applications with single and double precision.
The architecture of modern GPUs is designed to obtain the best performance
in floating point operations with single precision. Top-end GPUs have perfor-
mance on the double precision arithmetics as a half of the performance with
single precision [1]. At the same time middle and low-end GPUs show much
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poorer performance in double precision floating point operations. In particular,
the ratio of single-to-double precision performance even reaches 24 (for NVIDIA
Tesla K10 GPU).
A problem of pseudorandom numbers (PRNs) generation with extended pre-
cision from several PRNs with reduced precision is not a new problem. In par-
ticular, it was discussed in the papers [2], [3]. However, insufficient attention
was paid to the question about the distribution of resulting PRNs.
In this paper we propose a general method for generation of uniformly dis-
tributed PRNs with extended precision, which is based on a regular pseudoran-
dom number generation algorithm. The key feature of the proposed method is
to strictly preserve the uniformity of the distribution of PRNs with extended
precision.
2 Description of the method
According to the IEEE 754 standard the fractional part of floating point double
precision number is stored in the lowest 52 bits (in the lowest 23 bits for single
precision number). So, it is possible to generate PRNs in interval [0; 1) by
combining two uniformly distributed 32-bit unsigned integer PRNs or with two
PRNs with single precision.
The simplest way to construct PRN z with extended precision is the follow-
ing:
z = x1 + kx2, (1)
where x1 and x2 are initial PRNs with w-bit precision, k = 2
−w. Obviously, z
is 2w-bit precision floating point number. If computational unit supports the
IEEE 754 double precision arithmetics and w ≥ 26, then z can be reduced to a
full double precision number.
Let us discuss the general case where x1 ∈ [a0; a] and x2 ∈ [b0; b] are initial
PRNs. The difference in the range of values may be caused by different PRNGs
producing x1 and x2 numbers. The probability density functions (PDF) f1 and
f2 for x1 and x2, correspondingly, are constant:
f1(a0 < x1 < a) = 1/(a− a0), f1 = 0 otherwise, (2)
f2(b0 < x2 < b) = 1/(b− b0), f2 = 0 otherwise.
To determine the interval where z is uniformly distributed (the PDF f(z)
is constant) we study intersections of lines z = const with the rectangular area
x1 ∈ [a0; a], x2 ∈ [b0; b]. Since the area corresponds to uniform probability, we
have to select the intersections with equal lengths. Taking into account that
k ≪ 1, we find the parallelogram bounded by the lines crossing points x1 = a0,
x2 = b and x1 = a, x2 = b0 (the region ABDE on Fig.1). Therefore, the PDF
f(z) is constant only in the interval
z ∈ [a0 + kb; a+ kb0]. (3)
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Figure 1: The graphics representation of allowed region for constructed PRN z.
In this regard, we propose accept-reject method to select (x1, x2) pairs, which
form z and lie in the desired interval.
The rejected values belong to intervals x1 < a0 + k(b − b0) and x1 > a −
k(b− b0). In practice, b− b0 ≃ 1 and x1 is discrete with the step k, therefore the
rejection area degenerates into the boundary points of x1. In this case, accept-
reject condition can be formulated as follows: if x1 = a0 or x1 = a then we
drop such values and take next pair (x1, x2).
The further step is to map the interval z ∈ (a0 + kb; a+ kb0) to z
′ ∈ [0; 1).
For continuous variables
z′ =
z − (a0 + kb)
a− a0 − k(b− b0)
=
x1 + kx2 − (a0 + kb)
a− a0 − k(b− b0)
. (4)
The algorithm for generation of PRN with increased precision from two
integer PRNs with lower precision is described below.
Algorithm 1 PRNGD(k,min,max)
R1← −1.0 {initialize first PRN, double precision (DP)}
Rmin← (min+ k ∗ (max−min))
Rmax← (max− k ∗ (max−min))
while (R1 < Rmin or R1 > Rmax) do
r1← PRNG() {get first PRN, single precision (SP)}
R1← DP (r1) {convert r1 into DP R1}
end while
r2← PRNG() {get second PRN (SP)}
R2← DP (r2) {convert r2 into DP R2}
Z = (R1+ k ∗R2− (min+ k ∗max))/((max−min) ∗ (1− k))
return (Z)
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Here,min andmax are the minimal and maximal values, which can be produced
by initial PRNG, k is a resolution parameter of initial PRNG (see (1)). It should
be noted that parameters Rmin and Rmax as well as the most part of Z are
calculated during the compilation time, so they are constants in runtime.
Considering production of the double precision PRNs from floating point
PRNs with lower precision and the accept-reject condition, we must omit the
digits outside the precision of x1. In this case, in order to include z
′ = 0 and
exclude z′ = 1 we must map x1 = a0 + k, x2 = b0 onto z
′ = 0, and x1 = a− k,
x2 = b onto z
′ = 1 − k′, where k′ = k2 marks the resulting precision. Thus,
Eqn. (4) can be substituted by
z′ =
trunc
[
x1−a0−k
k
]
+ x2 − b0
trunc
[
a−a0−2k
k
]
+ b− b0
(1− k′). (5)
Here trunc[x] is rounding function, returning the nearest integer value that is
not larger in magnitude than x. Due to the fact that the function trunc[x]
is well optimized on the GPU as well as the fact that most of the arithmetic
operations in the latter expression are performed while compilation, Eqn. (5) is
not resource-intensive.
In case of one production PRNG in the interval [0, 1− k]:
z′ =
(1− k2)
(
trunc
[
x1
k
]
+ x2 − 1
)
trunc
[
1
k
]
− 2− k
, (6)
where x1 = 0 and x1 = 1− k are rejected.
In some cases one needs a generator, which does not produce zero values
(for example, if the PRN will be used under logarithm and manual limit of the
divergence is required). A common well-known method is to use 1 − z instead
of z.
Certainly, the keystone of the proposed method is the assumption that the
original random numbers, from which a new random number is constructed,
are independent and uniformly distributed. In this regard, it makes sense to
use only generators which have good statistical properties (high-level RANLUX,
MRG32k3a, RANMAR, etc.)
3 Conclusion
We propose a general method to produce uniformly distributed PRNs with
extended precision by combining two PRNs with lower precision. To ensure
the resulting distribution is uniform the accept-reject method is used. This
scheme can be interest for the computational facilities with significantly different
performance of single and double precision arithmetics. GPU is a popular class
of such hardware.
The proposed scheme can be generalized for the case when it is necessary
to combine more then two PRNs to obtain random numbers with greater preci-
sion. However, statistical impurities of initial PRNGs can destroy the assumed
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uniform distribution of resulting PRNs. This subject requires additional study
for the specific PRNG.
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